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CEPR - The fragile triangle 
Price stability, bank regulation and central bank reserves 
 
This report outlines how bank regulation and central bank reserves affect bank money creation, and how an 
examination of this link can contribute to the understanding of inflation risks. The author suggests that as the 
tightening of bank capital regulation has come to an end and as banks maintain large central bank reserves, 
inflation risks are generally higher than currently assumed. While paying interest on reserves may be the easy 
solution, renouncing such payments, slowly reversing asset purchases, and setting temporary reserve 
requirements would make central bank reserves scarce again – with better monitoring incentives for banks 
and stronger mitigation of inflation risks. 
 
Read: https://cepr.org/sites/default/files/policy_insights/PolicyInsight112.pdf 
 
 
 

World Bank - Commodity Price Shocks 
Order within Chaos 
 
The prices of 27 internationally traded commodities are decomposed into transitory and permanent shocks 
by applying an ideal band-pass filter to monthly data from 1970-2020. The two types of shocks contributed 
roughly equally to price variations, but with wide heterogeneity. Permanent shocks accounted for two-thirds 
of the variability in agricultural prices but less than 30% in energy prices. The transitory shock component 
revealed three medium-term cycles. The first (from the early 1970s to the mid-1980s) and third (from the early 
2000s to 2020 onward) exhibit similar duration and involve almost all commodities, while the second 
(spanning the 1990s) is mostly applicable to metals, with the notable absence of energy. The permanent shock 
components differ across commodities, with an upward trend for most industrial commodities and downward 
trend for agriculture. Moreover, the permanent component of commodity prices where investment is 
irreversible, including energy, metals, and tree crops, exhibits a high degree of nonlinearities, which also 
coincide with the two post–World War II supercycles. By contrast, the permanent component of annual 
agricultural prices is linear, reflecting greater flexibility in investment allocation and input use of these 
commodities. Prices of commodities subjected to widespread policy interventions, such as international 
commodity agreements, exhibit persistent deviations from linear trends. 
 
Read: http://documents1.worldbank.org/curated/en/693261633374058029/pdf/Commodity-Price-Shocks-
Order-within-Chaos.pdf 
 
 
 

BOFIT - Trade collapse during the covid-19 crisis and the role of demand composition 
 
The author examines the role of demand composition in explaining the trade collapse and recovery during the 
ongoing Covid-19 crisis. She applies an import-intensity-adjusted measure of demand to examine import 
trends in 40 advanced and emerging economies over the period 1995Q1 to 2020Q4. She focuses on the crisis 
periods related to Covid-19 and the Global Financial Crisis (GFC) in 2008-2009. As during the GFC, she finds 
that import-intensity-adjusted demand is a key factor contributing to trade developments during the Covid-
19 crisis. The analysis also reveals substantial differences between the current crisis and the GFC. Trade decline 
during the GFC was heavily investment-led. In the current crisis, consumption and import demand from the 
service sector have had much larger roles. The recovery of trade has been notably faster during the Covid-19 
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crisis and led by exports as opposed to the much more important role played by domestic demand during the 
GFC. 
 
Read: https://helda.helsinki.fi/bof/bitstream/handle/123456789/18148/dp1221.pdf 
 
 
 

BIS - Central bank digital currencies 
Financial stability implications 
 

HQLA needed to maintain LCR relative to deposit outflow 

 
 
Read: https://www.bis.org/publ/othp42_fin_stab.pdf 
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